OS6.3
INDOOR/OUTDOOR LOUDSPEAKERS

High Performance Indoor/Outdoor Loudspeaker

- Exceeds military anti-corrosion specifications (MIL-STD-883D)
- Integrated mounting bracket and shelf stand included
High Performance Indoor/Outdoor Loudspeaker

Exceeds military anti-corrosion specifications (MIL-STD-883D)

Integrated mounting bracket

OS6.3

**Woofer Technology**

- Patent pending integrated woofer/baffle assembly increases cone area to provide powerful bass output
- 6” Mica-filled polypropylene cone is extremely rigid to reduce breakup and lower distortion
- Butyl rubber cone surround damps resonance and provides exceptional durability

**Tweeter Technology**

- 1” UltraSilk® dome with fluid-cooling and ultra-wide dispersion for clear, detailed and extended high frequencies

**Specifications**

- Impedance: 8 ohm
- Recommended amplifier power: 5W to 125W
- Frequency response: 75Hz - 21kHz +/-3dB
- Sensitivity: 90dB for 2.83V pink noise
- Dimensions (includes bracket): 12” high x 7-7/16” wide x 7-3/4” deep
  - 30.48 cm high x 18.89 cm wide x 19.68 cm deep
- Includes integrated mounting bracket and shelf stand
- Warranty: Limited lifetime
- Shipping weight: 15 lbs. (6.8 Kg)

**Details**

**All-Weather Versatility**

Reduces installation limitations to provide great sound from the beaches of Miami to the harsh winters of Minneapolis

**Home Theater Applicability**

Enables OS Loudspeakers to be used as left, center, right, or surround loudspeakers in home theater systems

**Integrated Mounting Bracket**

Provides a variety of secure, quick and easy mounting solutions

**Tapered Shape**

Facilitates mounting in corners and under eaves

**Inverted Gold Plated 5-Way Binding Posts**

Repel moisture and ensure positive connections in virtually any conditions over long periods of time

**Included Shelf Stand**

Allows OS Loudspeakers to be used as traditional bookshelf loudspeakers